HEAD OF UNIVERSITY ANSERS SUMMONS

Prince L. Campbell, President of U. of O. Dies Friday at Eugene.

BECAME ILL IN 1923

Prince L. Campbell, University president for the University of Oregon, died in his home at Eugene Friday. He became ill in 1923 and was not well for the past 14 months.

Copper Carbonate Dust Is Good Stom Remedy

A manager of the Portland Oregon, who is quite well known in the business world, recently discovered a new use for copper carbonate dust. He found that it was an excellent remedy for indigestion. The dust is mixed with water and taken by the patient several times a day. It is said to be very effective.

LARGE WHEAT LOSS SAVED BY CLEANING

Product Market Agency Shows How to Save Million of Dollars

A leading product market agency is showing how a million of dollars can be saved by cleaning wheat. The agency reports that a great deal of wheat is being wasted because it is not properly cleaned. They advise that wheat should be cleaned before it is sold.

CORONER'S HEARING AT SALEM INTO DEATH OF GUARDS IS SENSATIONAL

Salon, Aug. 16.—Eleazar King, when Perry finally left him to take James Wilson, two of the men who were in the coroner's court, all of a sudden started to get up and go. Dearful noise was made by the court, and King was asked if he was going to leave. King said yes, and was told to leave.

LOCAL NEWS ITEMS

SUNLIGHT OR COD LIVER OIL

State Board of Health

WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN makes a strong appeal for the simple cure of sunlight or cod liver oil. He says that it is the best cure for all diseases.

Hassan, Oregon.


The power of mothers is plus advertising. Hassan, Oregon, has a power of mothers who are plus advertising.

WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN makes a strong appeal for the simple cure of sunlight or cod liver oil. He says that it is the best cure for all diseases.
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The power of mothers is plus advertising. Hassan, Oregon, has a power of mothers who are plus advertising.

SEED WHEAT AND RYE

Brown Warehouse Co.

WE DELIVER WITHIN CITY LIMITS.

SHUMWAY FOR SENATOR CAMPAIGN NOW ON

President of Greek Council! Co-operative Association Wants to Do Something for Farmers.

GETTING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON, a leading business man in Portland, who is also a farmer, has been appointed by President Shumway, the University of Oregon, to the position of Assistant to the President. The position is to be filled by the University of Oregon.
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